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Abstract 
In this article we have overviewed the present conditions of Georgia and proposed some ideas about 
how to turn Georgia from a backward country into a developed one. The article, “Market foundation 
for sustainable economy growth and energy policy (Georgian Case)”, highlights the importance of 
the strong and reliable energy system for sustainable economic growth, their interaction, the luck of 
market tools and market price (capitalization) and energy problems in Georgia, including the dys-
functions of regulatory Commission. At the same time, we have highlighted and presented the nega-
tive gap between the per capita GDP and energy consumption rates in Georgia and the developed 
countries, like Switzerland, the US and the Europe. Also, it had investigated the ways how to encour-
age economic growth in energy sector in Georgia based on modern market tools. 
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1. Introduction 
The mission of research proposal is to find out the real solution to rapidly developed countries like Georgia 
based on modern capital market tools. 

Economic progress and improving living standards of the population depends largely on the provision of high 
economic growth. That issue itself heavily depends on energy sources. 

To illustrate wide gap between the developed economy and the weak one, let us compare the current level of 
per capita GDP of Switzerland to Georgian one: an average income of middle-income Swiss citizen (58,996.90 
USD) [1] is more than 2 years’ (24 months) income of Georgian citizen (2254.38 USD) [2]. 

If we look closely on per capita GDP in Georgia [3], its figures do not show the rapid growth tendency to 
narrow negative gap in development: (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Gross domestic product (GDP).                                      

 
The only proven way to change situation drastically is the stable economic growth and attraction of invest-

ment. In our research, we think Georgian energy objects and its investment potential are the key to drive Geor-
gia out of poverty and stimulate the rapid economic growth. 

2. Analysis of the Market Foundation of Sustainable Economic Growth 
Development, economic growth and raising the standard of living in the country are all linked directly to capital 
market development.  

Georgian energy potential can be described based on facts: 26,000 rivers, length of it 60,000 km is the key is-
sue for Georgia. Potential water resources cover 96.5 cubic meters. Based on modern technology just 300 rivers 
can be reviewed as the technologically attractive for energy supply jobs. Its potential energy output is equal to 
15,000 MV, with average annual energy production up to 50 billion Kilowatt/hours equivalent [4]. 

In the modern world it is impossible to develop the economy and increase supply of affordable energy sources 
without attractive tariffs (investment climate) to stimulate investment. At the same time the key issue is the ef-
fectiveness of production. We can say that there is a direct relationship between economic growth and energy 
demand. Number of researchers claims the fundamental role of energy in economic growth issue. It should be 
noted that as the result of the leading European countries energy efficiency policy, we have energy consumption 
growth. In fact, the growth of the welfare society is a direct link to the energy consumption [5]. 

To attract capital into energy objects, it is obligatory to have reliable and strong market foundation and its 
tools. Based on that, we have studied Georgian capital market and its main drivers-brokerage firms (investment 
banks) development level and readiness to invest.  

One of the real levers, and the most acceptable and practical forms of investment are to invest in equities 
through the stock market. It is clear for the developed world how important the organized stock market is. This 
includes Western Europe, USA, Canada, Japan, China and other countries with powerful stock industries such as 
the New York Stock Exchange; Euronext; NASDAQ OMX; the London Stock Exchange and many others. The 
mediation business or brokerage/investment firms include Merrill Lynch; Morgan Stanley; Goldman Sachs; J.P. 
Morgan; Barclays Capital and many other investment banks.  

The Georgian Stock Exchange (GSE) was established with the financial support of USAID and Barents 
Group in 2000. Immediately after its establishment, the Law of Georgia on Securities Market was developed and 
in 2004-2008 there were 42 brokerage firms in the country. These, under Georgian legislation, are institutions 
equal to investment banks. However, due to tightened regulations that came into effect after 2008, their number 
actually dropped dramatically and currently there are only five members of the GSE left, of which just one re-
mained as independent and four are subsidiaries of commercial banks. There is a lot of objective or subjective 
reasons happened to delayed Georgia stock market development and to attract investment into energy sector of 
Georgia [6].  

Normally the activity of a brokerage firm is directly connected with public trading at a stock exchange, and 
carried out in an open and transparent environment. This process is related only to market price. In 2000-2007 
Georgia faced the problem of “closed bidding”. Lately, the rules of bidding were changed at the stock exchange 
and the so-called “N parameter” was abolished. However, shortly thereafter the ruling political and economic 
teams implemented decisive measures against free price formation in Georgia. Research has ascertained that 
Georgia failed to achieve results anywhere near those of developed countries, with miserable results caused by 
problems between the two basic means of attracting monetary resources—bank loans and the stock market.  

In financially successful and developed countries, these two mechanisms: bank loans and the stock market are 
designed to attract money and create a mutually beneficial synergy. In Georgia, there is only one mechanism to 
attract money resources—the bank loan. In general the Georgian commercial banking system tries its utmost to 
prevent the use of the second mechanism, the stock market, since it is considered a main competitor.  
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The analysis of the structure of owners of Georgian Stock Exchange (source: securities registrar JSC Kavka-
sreestri, www.kavkasreestri.ge) shows that as of December 2015, 58% of shares of the stock exchange were 
owned by its competitor—Georgian commercial banks. It means that Georgian commercial banks will not allow 
the development of their competitor—the stock market as it threatens their own preferential and successful fi-
nancial position. According to this analysis, the situation is further complicated by the fact that under the legis-
lation amended in 2008, both spheres of the monetary market have one mega regulator—the National Bank of 
Georgia [6].  

It should be noted, that an essential attribute of the stock market—the National Securities Commission of 
Georgia was abolished by so-called “liberal legislative amendments” made in 2007-2008. The powers of the 
NSC were transferred to the regulator of Georgian commercial banks and lobbyist of their interests, the National 
Bank of Georgia. Simultaneously, very tough policies were enacted against brokerage firms, and as a result, as 
of 2015, there are practically no non-banking brokerage firms in Georgia. 

According to the study, the statistical results of Georgia’s stock industry are as follows: in 2000-2002, the 
shares of 282 Georgian joint stock companies were admitted to trading on the Georgian Stock Exchange, while 
147 joint stock companies were potentially discussing the admission of shares to the stock exchange. This 
amount actually remained unchanged by 2007.  

In 2003 there were 278 joint stock companies admitted to trading at GSE; in 2004, to 276; in 2005, their 
number was reduced to 253 and in 2006 to 242. A small number of companies were included in so-called “List-
ing A” and “Listing B” tiers. The JSC Bank of Georgia was trading on two exchanges—the Georgian Stock Ex-
change and London Stock Exchange. Since 2008, when the restrictive legislative amendments were approved, 
there has been no “civilized” possibility for equity trading in Georgia, meaning that if there is a willingness to 
trade, securities admitted to the stock exchange can be transferred by simple inscription on paper, without any 
auction or trading—it is enough simply to sign the document. What is most important, this method has made the 
process of monitoring cash transactions absolutely opaque.  

As the analysis shows, in parallel with the changes taking place in 2007-2008, the management of joint stock 
companies gradually lost any interest in equity trading in an open and transparent environment, once the law 
didn’t require it. Thus, in 2006 there were 242 companies in the stock exchange’s trading system (without list-
ing), in 2007 their number was reduced to 161 and in 2013 reduced to 129. During the same period, the stock 
exchange turnover radically decreased in Georgia. In 2006-2007 the turnover of the trading system, including 
transactions concluded in an open and transparent environment—despite the N parameter obstacle amounted to 
GEL 167 - 169 million. In 2008 it decreased 14-fold (i.e. a 1400% decrease) and continued to decrease in the 
following years. In 2013, the country’s stock exchange turnover amounted to GEL 530,491 or 338-fold less 
compared to 2007 [6].  

The problem of the Georgian stock market has been further aggravated by the global economic crisis. We 
have stated that during global crises a civilized state tries to support businesses, which did not happen in Geor-
gia. Following the worsening economic, legislative and market situation, the regulator (National Bank of Geor-
gia) increased the authorized capital requirements for brokerage firms, which had already been left without any 
function or their main sources of income. To make matters worse the NBG abolished three types of licenses and 
only recognized a General License for which requirements in practice could be met only by commercial banks 
and their subsidiaries. Today, a brokerage firm is required to have a capital of GEL 500,000 (or 250,000 USD) 
to maintain its license. According to this complicated scheme of capital recognition, only money resources are 
considered as a source of capital replenishment, which is against the background of market failure and does not 
enable an independent brokerage firm to compete with subsidiaries of commercial banks. Thus, the actual dis-
appearance of the securities market industry as an alternative to a bank loan is now a fact. This is used by the 
National Bank of Georgia to promote the obedience of the securities market to the commercial banking sector 
(i.e. competitive structure).  

As for the number of transactions made outside the stock exchange and any transparent environment, “fixing” 
amounted to 3453 trades in Georgia in 2008-2014. Their total amount in shares was 5,054,520,669 units, and the 
total value was GEL 1,233,305,848. This means that the “grey” market exceeded the amount of the open market 
24-fold in 2008, 32-fold in 2009, 19-fold in 2010, 8-fold in 2011, 90-fold in 2012 and 100-fold in 2013. It means 
that the country’s stock market was replaced by a grey, non-transparent, “wild-liberal” market. 

Presently, Georgia’s stock exchange has lost its key function as a foundation for price formation in the stock 
market. Therefore, any trading it shares or other securities has become senseless. We suggest legislative amend- 

http://www.kavkasreestri.ge/
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ments as a solution in order to save and develop Georgia’s stock exchange. A package of amendments to resolve 
the situation has been submitted to the Parliamentary Committee on Finance and Budget in October 2012, how-
ever due to lobby activity of Commercial banks it is not as agenda of the Georgian Parliament yet [6]. 

3. Analysis of the Market Foundation of Energy Policy 
To illustrate the current situation, Georgian Annual output is 10 billion Kilowatt/hours equivalent and consump-
tion is 9.7 Kilowatt/hours equivalent. In that field, any further economic growth can’t be supply without addi-
tional energy sources [7] (Table 1). 

In this regard, policy of local government and its Ministry of Energy is clear. At this stage, production is ac-
tually equal to the current consumption and the economic growth of the country will inevitably face an acute 
problem of energy for industrial and public requirements. It should be noted that Georgia has a very low per ca-
pita consumption of electricity. If we compare the energy consumption of the leading developed countries result 
is alarming for Georgia: Georgia’s energy consumption per capita is 10 times less than the same figure for the 
United States and 4 - 5 times less than the EU average [4]. 

In this condition, Georgia’s rapid economic growth and improving living standards should be focused on two 
major points: 

1) To support the energy sector in a competitive market activities; 
2) To attract investments via road shows and legislative preferences. 
It is important to decrease the disproportion in electricity generation and consumption in Georgia. At the 

present stage Georgia faces the power shortages in Winter and Autumn period of time and excess of electricity 
generation during the Spring and Summer time. 

This time-term (season) energy shortfall can not be carried out because of lack of own capacity and it is usual 
practice to cover deficit using import of energy, but given the changing energy prices it is a threat to the 
country’s macroeconomic and energy stability. 

3.1. Recent Development of Energy Market (2013-2015) 
In the last three years, foreign direct investment in the energy sector totaled 521.658 million dollars. 12 
hydroelectric stations were constructed and added to the energy system of Georgia in 2013-2015. The total 
capacity of the new one’s is equal to 170.7 MW, while the total investment in construction reached 283 million. 
USD. Different foreign companies invested into Georgia’s energy sector such as: Tata Group, Clean Energy, 
K-Water, Translelectrika, Anadolu, Calik, Hydrolea. Some companies carry out large-scale projects, such us 
Khudoni HPP including 702 MW, Nenskra HPP-80 MW and Oni HPP-177 MW. During this period, according 
to official statistics, Georgia’s foreign direct investment in the energy sector occupies the second place from the 
overall investment structure [8]. 
 

Table 1. Electro energy balance of Georgia (in mln Kilowatt) (2003-2013).                         

Year Production Consumption Import Export 

2003 7132 6649 1080 236 

2004 6902 7388 1278 71 

2005 7061 7842 1399 122 

2006 7622 7879 777 96 

2007 8346 7815 433 626 

2008 8451 8075 649 680 

2009 8408 7642 255 749 

2010 10,058 8441 222 1524 

2011 10,105 9257 471 931 

2012 9698 9379 615 528 

2013 10,059 9690 484 450 
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3.2. The Place and Activity of Georgian National Energy and Water Supply Regulatory  
Commission (GNERC) in the Field of Investment Attractiveness and Economic  
Growth in Georgia 

Due to highly monopolized energy market in Georgia the problems of: 
• Elimination of energy deficit; 
• Rapid economic growth; 
• Rising living standards. 

Are directly attributed to the activity of GNERC [9] and to the special role of the Commission (GNERC)-le- 
gally independent unit, which can (together with the Ministry of Energy) within its powers: 

1) To support the energy sector in a competitive market activities; 
2) Openly and transparently presents the tariff structure and its components both for manufacturing (commer-

cial one), and for public one (generation, transmission, dispatch, handling and distribution). Based on impor-
tance of energy price in production this issue directly links to the economic growth and prosperity; 

3) To increase the investment attractiveness of different energy projects via internationally adopted practice 
(private-public one) Road Show to target public and private investment companies worldwide; 

4) To determine and hold the number of existing standards or legislative requirements that hinder investments 
in energy production in a number of directions, etc. 

Unfortunately, due to our analysis, the current structure and activity of GNERC does not show the will and 
tendency to fulfill its mission. Most of members are lawyers, there is luck of any person with finance and eco-
nomic background and its activity is mostly depend on political will the ruling groups (and lobby members), ra-
ther than market and economic tendency. Of course, only a regulatory unit will not create an investment climate 
and it is important the readiness of local financial market and government policy to promote private companies. 
In that field, the clear example of such work is co-funding of large-scale projects (Nenskra and Khudoni HPP) 
from the state Partnership Fund [10]. 

4. Conclusions 
Finally, once again we stress the need for a direct link between economic growth and business-friendly source of 
energy access, which is prerequisite for production facilities to be competitive and attractive investment point of 
production. 

In addition, we would like to notice the necessity to diversify the energy sources to ease the economic back- 
wardness and reduction of economic growth. It is vital to have the fair energy tariffs to create the competitive 
production in economy. In that field the Regulatory Commission (GNERC) has the legal power and functions to 
improve the quality of the sector’s investment attractiveness. 
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